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SESSION PROPOSAL 7
COMPLEX INNOVATIVE DESIGN IN THE MODERN DRUG DEVELOPMENT ERA
Heng Zhou, Biostatistics and Research Decision Sciences, Merck

Description of Session:
Organizers: Ruitao Lin, MD Anderson Cancer Center Heng Zhou, Merck
Chair: Heng Zhou, Merck
In the modern era of drug development, complex innovative designs are increasingly desirable due to the urgent
needs of patients and the high cost of clinical trials. In response to this, FDA launched a Complex Innovative Trial
Design (CID) Pilot Meeting Program in 2018 to support the use of such designs in drug development. In early 2020,
The Experimental Cancer Medicine Centre (ECMC) network from the UK published guidelines for all stages of CID
trials in the hope of expediting the development of innovative treatments for oncology patients.
Complex innovative designs include but not limited to innovative adaptive designs such as handling multiple
arms/cohorts, multiple stages, different patient populations, multiple endpoints, with or without Bayesian approaches.
In recent years, complex innovative designs have been widely studied mostly for the oncology clinical trials which
are usually more complex with innovative endpoints, early signal detection for go/no-go decisions, etc. Complex
innovative designs are also widely used for rare diseases trials which need specific statistical considerations for small
sample size and use of historical control. By using real-world evidence, complex innovative designs can help better
inform real-time decision-making in ongoing clinical trials and are more powerful in identifying the treatment or
subgroup signals.
This invited session tries to address some unmet challenges in clinical operation/interpretation, and statistical
design/analyses, which are regularly seen in oncology trials. In addition, regulatory agencies may require additional
simulations to review the statistical properties due to the complexity of the methods. In this session, we will invite
experts from academia and the pharmaceutical industry to share their research and operational experience with
complex innovative designs. Speakers with their topics are listed as follows:
Rachael Liu, Takeda yue.liu@takeda.com
Adaptive design in master protocol with information borrowing for improved decision making
Heng Zhou, Merck heng.zhou@merck.com
Bayesian optimal phase II (BOP2) design for basket trials
Ruitao Lin, MD Anderson Cancer Center: rlin@mdanderson.org
A Bayesian predictive platform design for dose-finding and proof of concept using early and late endpoints.
Yong Zang, Indiana University: zangy@iu.edu
Generalized phase I-II designs to increase long term therapeutic success rate
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